STYLE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT
Getting from A to B doesn’t have to be predictable.

The Felt Fixed Gear Series is about function, but also about form. They will get you where you are going—swiftly and efficiently—but they also say a little something about your own personal style.

Take a close look and you’ll see that these bikes are direct descendants of our World Championship winning track-racing bikes. They share the same minimalist outlook. Both are characterized by bold racy lines and an unmistakable aesthetic that blends classic design with modern technology.

The 2013 Felt Fixed Gear Series includes the popular Brougham. Equal parts style and substance, the Brougham features a sleek custom-butted 4130 cromoly frame crafted with quick, agile track geometry, an oversized downtube, bladed aero seatstays, a trimmed handlebar and deep V-section wheels.

Additionally, the 2013 Fixed Gear line features the York—an all new offering from Felt that references old school British bicycles. Crafted from 4130 cromoly steel, the York blends traditional aesthetics with modern refinements for a very regal ride.

From elegant to edgy, minimalist to outrageous, Felt Fixed gears are for those who wish to follow their own path.
BROUGHAM

Single speed 4130 custom butted or m.o steel frame

100% m.o steel fork

17T freewheel and 17T fixed cog w/ lockring

Tektro brakes and brake levers, hi-flange hubs

w/ flip-flop rear hub

Alex DA30 double wall 30mm V-section aluminum rims
**BROUGHAM**

Single-speed 13.25 custom butted 4130 steel fork

Includes 17T freewheel and 17T fixed cog w/ lockring

Tektro brakes and brake levers, hi-flange hubs

Alex DA30 double wall 30mm V-section aluminum rims

**YORK**

43.30 custom butted 4130 steel frame

220N/a cm steel fork

Sturmey Archer 2sp kickback rear hub w/ coaster brake

Dimpled aluminum fenders w/ stainless steel struts

Front rack w/ wood bottom, full coverage fenders

Skip-tooth chainwheel
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VERZA CITY SERIES

The heart of Verza City is its lightweight, durable 6061 butted aluminum frame. Felt engineers used this strong, lightweight material to craft a bike that blends the efficient ride quality of a road bike with the comfortable, more upright positioning that’s more commonly associated with mountain bikes.

Every Verza City has been specially designed with a “Verzatile” handle bar and highly adjustable stem for additional control and a wide variety of positioning options for different types of riders. All models come with a wide range of smooth-shifting gears, and either powerful disc or linear-pull brakes, which help Verza City riders tackle the steepest of streets.

The Verza City is available in three different models to suit all different types of riders. Every detail—from specially designed saddles to Felt ergo handlebar grips—has been carefully selected to match this bike’s versatile nature. Some models also include extras such as fenders and racks. No matter which Verza City bike you choose, you are going to get a fun and functional ride.

VERZA PATH SERIES

The Verza Path is designed to get you where you want to go comfortably and efficiently. Like the Verza City, the Verza Path is also built around the upright geometry that most recreational riders prefer. The Verza Path is built with a suspension fork that dampens road harshness and makes the ride nearly effortless. A multi-speed drivetrain allows for a comfortable cadence no matter the terrain.

The Verza Path’s aluminum frame offers both low weight and excellent durability, and a low standover height makes the bike easily manageable. Supple 700x38C tires deliver superior ride quality, and linear-pull brakes provide confident and powerful braking.

The Verza Path is offered in four different models—two men’s models and two women’s models—each of which is equipped with men’s and women’s specific saddles to ensure a comfortable ride. Each model is offered in four different sizes to accommodate riders of all heights. The result is a bike that’s inviting enough for casual neighborhood rides and also perfectly capable of turning up the speed.

VERZA REGENCY SERIES

Based on the traditional Dutch bikes that are popular throughout Europe, the Verza Regency delivers unparalleled comfort and style. The Verza Regency incorporates the same upright geometry and frame design that has been used in the Netherlands for decades, allowing for superior ride characteristics and a dapper appearance.

The Verza Regency is built around a lightweight and durable steel frame. The men’s frame features the conventional ‘gents’ design with a horizontal top tube, while the women’s frame features a step-through frame allowing for a low standover and easy mounts and dismounts.

Both the men’s and women’s models feature a reliable internal three speed transmission that minimizes maintenance and makes any hill a breeze to climb. A comfortable saddle, and sweeping handlebars let you pedal with ease.
VERZACITY 1
Verza-City 6061 aluminum belt-drive frame
Alloy fork
Shimano Alfine 8sp internal rear hub w/ Gates CDX CenterTrack belt-drive system
Tektro hydraulic disc brakes w/ Shimano Centerlock rotors
Alloy rear rack, full coverage fenders, bell, ergonomic grips

VERZACITY 2
Verza-City 6061 aluminum frame
Alloy fork
Shimano 8sp-48/38/28 x 11-32T
Tektro Novela mechanical disc brakes
Alloy rear rack, full coverage fenders, bell, ergonomic grips

VERZACITY 3
Verza-City 6061 aluminum frame
Alloy/cr-mo fork
Shimano 8sp-48/38/28 x 11-32T
Tektro V-type brakes
**VERZAPATH 1**

Verza Path hydroformed 6061 butted aluminum frame
SR Suntour NEX suspension fork w/ lockout
Shimano Rapid Fire 8sp-48/38/28 x 11-32T
Super soft saddle, ergonomic grips w/ integrated bar ends, bell

**VERZAPATH 2**

Verza Path hydroformed 6061 butted aluminum frame
SR Suntour NEX suspension fork
Shimano Rapid Fire 7sp-40/38/28 x 13-34T
Super soft saddle, Kraton rubber grips, bell
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VERZA REGENCY
Dutch inspired steel frame and fork
Alloy rear rack, full coverage fenders
Handbrake, mounted cup holder, bell
Adjustable two leg kickstand

Ebony
Ivory

VERZA REGENCY
Dutch inspired steel frame and fork
Shimano Nexus 3sp rear hub with coaster brake
Alloy rear rack, full coverage fenders
Handbrake, mounted cup holder, bell, adjustable two leg kickstand
You know what you want in a bike: comfort, classic styling and modern features. Together, these features make riding more enjoyable. What you don’t want are limitations—a bike that’s too focused on one specific purpose.

If that sounds familiar, you’re not alone. With all the different categories of bikes these days—road bikes, mountain bikes, city bikes, fitness bikes—a trip to the bike shop can be an overwhelming experience.

Enter the Felt Café. This is the bike that cuts through the clutter. Inspired by the smart, stylish bikes you see cruising the streets of Paris or Milan, Café is designed to fit your lifestyle.

Don’t be fooled by Café’s cool, understated aesthetic. Behind the seemingly effortless style is a calculated approach to performance and comfort. Felt conducted extensive market research to find out exactly what mattered most to people in search of the perfect do-it-all bike. We then passed those findings along to our team of engineers.

The first thing the engineers focused on was frame geometry. Getting the dimensions right was key to achieving great handling and comfort. Café designers understand that an overly aggressive, stretched out position isn’t necessary for this bike, but they also didn’t want to compromise ride quality and handling. They created a bike that’s comfortable and efficient, yet perfectly capable of accelerating or climbing hills without forcing you to stand up out of the saddle.

Every Café bike is built to be as light as possible for increased efficiency and a lively ride quality. The frames are constructed with lightweight aluminum featuring hydroformed tubes. And many parts and components—including forks, handlebars, stems, seatposts, cranks and wheels—are also made with lightweight, corrosion-resistant aluminum.

Going beyond the basics, all Café bikes are outfitted with accessories to help make the most of your ride. Puncture-resistant tires, aluminum kickstand, a lightweight aluminum cup holder and safety bell come standard with every Café bike. And the Deluxe models feature extras including a lightweight aluminum rear carrier rack, a removable rear clip-on saddlebag and lightweight fenders.

From urban commutes to weekend rides in the park, Café is the enjoyable new way to ride. Ditch the car and ride to work. Commit to daily rides to improve your health. Ride to the café. All these things are made easier and more fun with a bike built just for you.
CAFÉ 24 DELUXE
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifters 24sp
Shimano front and rear derailleur
Coffee cup holder, bell, removable saddle bag, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, soft rubber grips

CAFÉ 24 DELUXE
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifters 24sp
Shimano front and rear derailleur
Coffee cup holder, bell, removable saddle bag, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, soft rubber grips
CAFÉ 8 DELUXE

Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter 8sp
Shimano rear derailleur
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, soft rubber grips

CAFÉ 8 DELUXE

Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter 8sp
Shimano rear derailleur
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, soft rubber grips

navy

candy apple red
CAFÉ 7
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter 7sp
Shimano rear derailer
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, super soft rubber grips

CAFÉ 7
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter 7sp
Shimano rear derailer
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, super soft rubber grips

CAFÉ 3
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter w/ internal 3sp rear hub
Shimano Nexus 3sp rear hub w/ coaster brake
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, super soft rubber grips

CAFÉ 3
Café Relaxed Geometry 6061 butted aluminum frame
Shimano Twist Shifter w/ internal 3sp rear hub
Shimano Nexus 3sp rear hub w/ coaster brake
Coffee cup holder, integrated bell, fenders
Hydroform top tube, gel saddle, super soft rubber grips
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You always know a Felt Cruiser when you see one. Whether it's our traditional 26" wheel cruiser or the new 29" big wheeled bikes, Felt stands above the rest. We've created new bikes with unique design and style that grabs attention. The 2013 Cruiser line has been updated to bring famous Felt styling, quality, and an attention to detail that is unique to Felt cruisers at all prices.

You're sure to find a unique Felt Cruiser that speaks to you. Whether it is the nostalgically-themed Deep Six, the all new 1909, the retro Felt Beaumont or the understated Bixby, there is a cruiser to match every personality.

Style may be the first thing you notice and like about a Felt Cruiser, but the ride quality is what you'll love. From high end frame materials to unique construction processes these bikes are built to be ridden and to last as durable classics.

Every Felt Cruiser is designed in-house or specially selected to fit the needs of a specific rider. Custom grips, a variety of forks, CNC-machined aluminum chain wheels, custom matched valve caps, saddlebags and embossed saddle covers; these are just some of the things you'll see that set Felt Cruisers apart.

Felt takes their classic attention to detail a step further with a new series of 29" wheel Cruisers. Our new 29" wheel Cruisers combine all of the style and function of our proven 26" wheel bikes along with the smooth rolling and higher stance of the bigger wheel. No matter what wheel size you choose, there is a Felt Cruiser perfect for you.

A specification highlight of the 29" Cruisers is the unique Sturmey Archer 2-speed kick-back rear hub. On the Burner and Rail models, you can use your brakes and shift gears with your feet—no hands required. No shifter cables means less service required while maintaining the clean, classic lines of your Felt Cruiser.

Felt Cruiser frames are built from either aluminum or hi-tensile steel. Our aluminum cruisers are light weight, never rust, and are perfect for the beach culture. The traditional hi-tensile steel frames deliver Felt Cruiser durability at a great value. Felt engineering allows us to interpret the classic curvaceous lines of the cruiser in two proven frame materials for wherever you ride your bike.

Whether you prefer 26 or 29 inch wheels, steel or aluminum, high-style or laid-back comfort, there is a Felt Cruiser perfect for your lifestyle.
Cruiselite rust-free aluminum hydroform tank frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Down-On-The-Up-Side reversible bar
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
24 x 3.0 Thick Brick tires
MP/3 SPEED
Hydroform steel tank frame
Jerry Springer fork
Shimano Mechanical Sturmey 3sp w/ coaster brake
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
Rear rack w/ Felt MP bags, front light, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

EL GUapo
Hydroform steel tank frame
3sp w/ coaster brake
Super hi-rise apehanger bar
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
24 x 3.0 Thick Brick tires

BEAUMONT/3 SPEED
Hydroform steel tank frame
Jerry Springer fork
Shimano Twist Shifter 3sp w/ coaster brake
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
Custom rear rack and fenders, front torpedo battery light, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires
1909
Cruiselite rust-free aluminum hydroform tank frame
Jerry Springer fork
1sp w/ coaster brake
Adjustable height quill stem w/ Bar Dip design bar
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

HERITAGE/ 7 SPEED
Cantilever aluminum frame
Jerry Springer fork
7sp w/ V-type brakes
Super-wide 50mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
Rear rack, front light, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

battleship grey
black and sky blue

JETTY
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims
Bobtail rear rack, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

widow black
orange ya
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**BIXBY / 3 SPEED**
Cantilever steel frame
Shimano Teki Shift 1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
26 x 2.125 cruiser tires

**BIXBY**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
26 x 2.125 cruiser tires

**BIXBY**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
26 x 2.125 cruiser tires

**EL BANDITO**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Super Hi-rise apehanger bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
26 x 2.125 balloon cruiser tires

**LUV 24”**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem
Hi-rise cruiser stem
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims
24 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

**LUV 24”**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem
Hi-rise cruiser stem
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims
24 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

**TORQUED 24”**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Felt Drop Zero threading aluminum stem
Narrow Sport Cruiser Saddle
32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
24 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

**TORQUED 24”**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Felt Drop Zero threading aluminum stem
Narrow Sport Cruiser Saddle
32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
24 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

Colors:
- Gloss Black
- Gunpowder
- Matte Black
- Camila Pink
- Sour Apple Green
- Sour Apple Green
**BIXBY / 3 SPEED**
Cantilever steel frame
Shimano Twist Shifter 3sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
32mm aluminum rims
Full length front and rear fenders, 26 x 2.125 cruiser tires

---

**BIXBY**
Cantilever steel frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Hi-rise cruiser bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
26 x 2.125 balloon cruiser tires

---

**CLAIRE / 3 OR 1 SPEED**
Hydroform steel tank frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ Swoop bar
Extra-wide 32mm aluminum rims w/ stainless steel spokes
Full length front and rear fenders, 26 x 2.125 Quick Brick tires

---
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BURNER 29

Cantilever aluminum frame
Sturmey Archer 2sp kickback rear hub
w/ coaster brake
3 piece cr-mo cranks
29" double wall, 32mm wide aluminum rims
29 x 2.2 knobby tires

brick red/putty
RAIL 29
Cantilever aluminum frame
Sturmey Archer 2sp kickback rear hub w/ coaster brake
3 piece cr-mo cranks
29” double wall, 32mm wide aluminum rims
29 x 2.2 knobby tires

AKA 29
Cantilever aluminum frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ hi-rise cruiser bar
29” double wall, 32mm wide aluminum rims
Custom springer saddle w/ piping,
29 x 2.3 Quick Brick tires
55 Spokes

RANSOM 29
Cantilever aluminum frame
1sp w/ coaster brake
Aluminum adjustable height quill stem w/ hi-rise cruiser bar
29” double wall, 32mm wide aluminum rims
Custom springer saddle w/ piping,
29 x 2.3 Quick Brick tires
55 Spokes
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BMX SCRIPT TEE
Made of 100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Tagless Design for Comfort

SIGNATURE TEE
Made of 100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Tagless Design for Comfort

CORP LOGO TEE
Made of 100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Tagless Design for Comfort

WOMEN’S SIGNATURE TEE
Made of 100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Tagless Design for Comfort

FIXIE TEE
Made of 100% Pre-Shrunk Cotton
Tagless Design for Comfort

F-WING
Adjustable Curved Bill
Flexible Band Adapts to Different Head Sizes
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CLASSIC LOW RISE
Low Rise Design
Hi-Ten Steel
23" w x 2" h
25.4mm Diameter

LOW RISE CROSS BAR
Low Rise with Crossbar Design
Hi-Ten Steel
23" w x 3.75" h
22.2mm Diameter

HIGH SWOOPY
Swoopy Design
Hi-Ten Steel
26.5" w x 3.5" h
25.4mm Diameter

APE HANGER
Ape Hanger Design
Hi-Ten Steel
31.5" w x 12.25" h
22.2mm Diameter

CIRCUIT CRUISER TIRE
Vintage Race Inspired Design
26" x 2.125 Balloon Tires

QUICK BRICK CRUISER TIRE
Stylish Yesteryear Look
Extra Wide Design
26" x 2.125 Balloon Tires
Multiple Color Options

THICK BRICK CRUISER TIRE
Extra Wide Design
24" x 3.0 Super Balloon Tires
Multiple Color Options

BERM MASTER
Classic 1970's Motocross Inspired Design
24" x 3 Knobby Tires
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CRUISER CRANK SET
Cold Forged 170mm Aluminum Arms
Aluminum 46T Chainwheel
Includes USA/Euro BB Converter
Includes Euro Sealed Cartridge BB
Retro fits most Felt cruisers
Chrome Plated Finish

CRUISER SADDLE
CANVAS CLASSIC
Army Green Durable Canvas Cover
Heavy Duty Double Rear Spring

SPQR
Black Leather-Like Cover
Chrome Rear Rivets

VINTAGE LOW
Leather-Like Cover
Diana Ross Springs
Brass Rivets

CLASSIC
Black or Brown Leather-Like Cover
Heavy Duty Double Rear Spring

CRUISER SADDLE BAG
Mounts to any saddle

BEERNUTS TOOL
Bottle Opener
15mm Socket Combo Wrench
4140 CrMo handle & 6140 CP Vanadium Tool
Steel Socket
Includes Mounting Studs and Wing Nuts

CRUISER PEDALS
Felt Design Plastic Body
Looseball Bearings

CAFÉ COFFEE CUP HOLDER
Lightweight Aluminum Construction
Fits Most Popular Coffee Cups & Travel Mugs
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